WANGAPEKA TRACK
Topo250 Map: Sheet 12 (250,000 scale)
Topo50 Map:
BQ22 Karamea, BQ23Wangapeka Saddle & BQ24 Tapawera
How to get to START: Starting point is in Motueka at the Top 10 Holiday Park.
Take the SH60 southwards as far as Tapawera. Turn off to the right on entering
Tapawera, cross the Motueka River then head SW following the Tadmor River. In
Tadmor turn off right again, pass through Matariki then follow the Wangapeka River.
Stop in the small car park with the Rolling Junction Shelter (WP38) – the track starts
behind the shelter.
Rough description: A very hard five day four nights tramp on some of the
toughest back-country tracks tackled for a long time. Many very tricky sections,
wicked ascents and descents – some of them on or past landslips. Good huts all the
way and not overly busy whilst the South Island Robins were a delight every day.
Walking times may seem very slow but the average age of the party was over 68
and many people had commented in the hut books that times quoted on track
notices were not quite accurate enough and virtually all trampers took a lot longer
than the DoC times!

NZ Grid GPS: Geodetic Datum 49
NZTM GPS: NZTM on WGS 84
Tramp Location

Day 1 Rolling Junction (WP38) to Kings Creek Hut (WP47).
The Rolling Junction Shelter (WP38301masl) is not exciting but does offer cover
when the weather is bad and there is a raised area in the hut on which to sleep –
good water supply from the river below. From the shelter the track goes steeply
downhill on zig-zags to a swing bridge then there are river flats before the terrain
becomes undulating to rolling – but the track is wide and good. After 40 minutes
there is a track junction (WP39315masl) with the Gibbs Route going off right to the
NW and the river. There are then some steep slopes down but soon there are large
flat river terraces with lots of succulent blackberries in season.
Complete tramp on 1:250,000 map

Start of track

Black fungus on trees

Red is the road route to the start from
Motueka and waypoints show the tramp
route

After the flats it is undulating then there is a wooden bridge on Wright’s Creek
(WP40332masl) – the beech forest in this area is covered in black, sooty fungus which
lives on the sticky honeydew produced by a scale insect which buries itself in the bark
and feeds on the tree sap. Excess honeydew is excreted through a hair-like tube and
Bell Birds feed on this. By the number of bees in the area bees also like the
secretion. The forest scenery is good but there are not too many features and the next
few are an old wire fence and gate after 2 hours (WP41377masl), sign for Stoney Creek
(WP42427masl) then the sign for the Kiwi Stream (WP43451masl) on the right after about
3:40 minutes. Just after this there is a swing bridge (WP44458masl) crossing the
Wangapeka River just south of the confluence with the Kiwi Stream and 4 minutes
later there is the sign at the junction (WP45465masl) with the Kiwi Track. The Kings
Creek Hut is noted as 30 minutes to the left whilst the Kiwi Saddle Hut is 3 hours to
the right.
Historic Cecil King’s hut
Half an hour later whilst heading SW there is a sign
(WP46470masl) for Camp Creek and Kings Creek Hut
(WP47479masl) is reached in a total time of 4:30
minutes. The hut is fairly modern and quite roomy
but like all the huts on this track water supply has to
be obtained from the river. Minutes beyond this hut
is the old historic hut built and used by Cecil King for
much of his life.
Overall a fairly hard day on good track in beech
forest with some very deep river pools inviting a
swim for those brave enough.

Map and Google Image with GPS data
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Day 2 Kings Creek Hut (WP47) to Helicopter Hut (WP61)
Day 2 starts with a slight uphill and within 10 minutes Cecil King’s historic hut
(WP48469masl) is reached – it is possible to stay here and it is rather a homely sort
of place. After an hour there is a slightly tricky crossing of Coal Creek after coming
across many wild rasps - Gunnera. The track does not have too many exciting
features at this point but at 2:10 minutes there is a swing bridge (WP50644masl) over
the Luna Stream then soon there is a second bridge over the Wangapeka to the
true right bank. Another 30 minutes or so walking to the NW reaches the Stone Hut
which is quite modern, 10 bunks, wood burner, clothes rack, bench and table but,
again there is no piped water and the supply is from the river. The route for Mount
Luna crosses the Wangapeka at the hut and then follows the Stone Creek.

Wild Rasps (Gunnera)

Map and Google Image plus GPS data for Day 2
There is now a fairly
hefty grunt needing
1:45 min to be
tackled to get up to
the top of the
Wangapeka Saddle
(WP521028masl).
However this seems
to come in quite
easily and there are
no
leg
bursting
slopes to contend
with. The saddle was
reached
in
4:30
minutes and is a
great place for lunch
at the junction for
Nugget Knobs and
Biggs Top Route.
Down the other side
of the saddle sees a
big improvement of
the track but only for
45 minutes or so as
there is then a fair
grunt on a diversion
up and over a big,
fairy recent landslip
(WP53989masl). The
diversion only takes
10 minutes but it is
hard work to get
back down and on to
the
main
track
(WP54 990masl).
After
this it
is
upslope to the NW
on Chime Creek to
then cross (WP55
956masl) and head
south.
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GPS signal is then a bit poor in the valley close to the Karamea River (WP56 886masl) then
there is a long section parallel to the river basically heading west. After almost 8 hours a
decision (WP57768masl) is required as to whether wet feet are risked or if the high, “up-andover” route is used. The high route is really horrid and a struggle all the way with the final
sting-in-the tail being a new totally unmarked massive landslip – this obstruction takes a long
time to work round but DoC promises to improve this in April 2010. Water’s Creek (WP60
733masl) is then crossed by boulder hopping or by use of a three wire bridge and ten minutes
later Helicopter Hut (WP61 728masl) is reached. The hut is not modern, basic design, ten
bunks and the usual water supply from a nearby creek.

Contemplating the high route

Day 3 Helicopter Hut (WP61) to Taipo Hut (WP71): Since Day 2 was a monster it was decided to take the quicker,
easier route to Taipo Hut and not go via the Lost Valley

Map and Google Image plus GPS data for Day 3
On entering the clearing for
Helicopter Hut the track to
the Lost Valley goes off on
the right but on this
occasion
it
was
not
followed and the other track
heading NW then NNE was
followed. About 40 minutes
out there is a bridge over a
gully minutes after a “black
chute”
waterfall
line
crosses the track. After this
the rough track improves to
some degree. A granite
ledge with a handrail
crosses a waterfall (WP63
653masl)
ten
minutes
before the site of the
historical
Brough’s
Tabernacle is reached
(WP64 652masl) – this site
has
several
artifacts
including old axes, chisels
etc – Jonathan Brough was
in charge of track gangs
working in connection with
gold mining and built his
hut (tabernacle) in 1898.
Minutes
past
the
Tabernacle site, which is
good for smoko and views
are good if the weather is
OK, the track (WP65
648masl) from the Trevor
Carter Hut joins from the
right – this is indistinct
suggesting it would be
rather hard work. The next
stream crossing has a wire
to aid passage in times of
high flow.
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After a downhill section a swing bridge is crossed (WP66 578masl) and five
minutes later there is a track sign indicating the Taipo Hut is only 1:10 minutes
ahead to the WSW – this time did not seem too accurate when viewed in
retrospect. The features ahead are all based on river crossings with Herbert
Creek (WP69 623masl) full of large rounded boulders with the route for Kaipo
Saddle going off to the NNW. Another crossing with a wire rope for safety is
crossed in about 3:45minutes with yet another (WP70664masl) in just over 4
hours. Taipo hut reached in just on 5 hours (WP71 693masl).
Taipo Hut is modern and of different design with back and front doors,
mezzanine level bunk rooms(16 bunks) with a shelf in the right hand room. The
kitchen has a good bench plus large table plus a wood burner. There are
streams uphill and downhill for ablutions and there is an outside water tank fed
from a roof supply but there is no sink.
A hardish day with the quoted time of 3:30 minutes just not possible on well
marked track with some tricky bits, a few river crossings, deep river pools to be
seen and robins galore.

Taipo Hut

Day 4 Taipo Hut (WP71) to Belltown “Mananui” Hut (WP85):
Ten minutes NW of Taipo Hut a swing bridge, with the steepest approach ramps ever encountered is crossed (WP72 706masl) ,
over Pannikiri Creek then pass a waterfall in just on one hour (WP73 914masl) after a bit of ascending. The Stag Flats shelter is
reached (WP74 948masl) where there are wonderful views of the ridges to the south. After the shelter there is a fair bit of
boardwalk through the wet area but soon the ascent of the day begins to get to the top of the Little Wanganui Saddle (WP75
1120masl). Views from the top are amazing including the tarns, the steep descent and the coast.

Map and Google Image plus GPS data for Day 4
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Boardwalk towards saddle
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Little Wanganui Saddle

View to the coast and way down

The descent down from the saddle takes about 2:30 minutes and is pretty hard work to get down the 500 odd metres. By going
left at a small junction it is minutes only to get to the Little Wanganui Shelter (WP76590masl) which is a pretty old, small hut with
a couple of bunks – but would be a real seviour on a bad day after the descent from the saddle. Five minutes on from the
junction is a huge swing bridge over the Little Wanganui Gorge (WP77 584masl). Study of the map will show that this point
appears to be less than half way to the target.
Wanganui Gorge shelter
The tramp now seems to go on and on a bit Wanganui gorge
with river crossings with a decision required at
one to go for the bridge or ford – in this case
the bridge is a good choice as it is only a
couple of hundred metres upstream on
Tangent Creek (WP80383masl) and there is
quite a nice pool and waterfall to be seen
upstream. Ten minutes later the track in the
main valley is rejoined at the other end of the
diversion; then it is on to cross major twin
landslips.
About an hour later cross McHarrie Creek (WP82 377masl) which has extremely
steep, rocky slopes with root ladders – take care this is dangerous. There are
many cabbage trees on the slopes around here. Yet another large landslip is
crossed at about 8:40 minutes on Smith Creek (WP83 320masl) and 20 minutes
later there is a sign that the hut is only 15 minutes ahead. Once again the party
was incredibly slow or the DoC times were way-out as it took another 40
minutes to reach the Belltown “Mananui” Hut (WP85 255masl). This hut is pretty
good, not too new, has 10 bunks, wood stove, outside sink and water supply
plus attendant sandflies.
There is a small creek 50 metres past the hut suitable for ablutions if that is
preferred to trying to wash in the sink! The toilet is one of the newer DoC
installations but if you want to avoid ammonia gassing then avoid it – it really
stank!

Belltown Mananui Hut

Day 5 Belltown “Mananui” Hut (WP85) to Wangapeka Road end (WP93): Said to be an easy riverside walk out
requiring only 3 hours.
Minutes after leaving the hut there is a small bit of excitement as the Root walkway
river-bank has been collapsing but the track still passes close to this.
Clamber through the bushes or use the aerial root walk-way. In half an
hour there is a new swing bridge (WP86 198masl) on the Lawrence
Stream. At about one hour there is a huge landslip (WP87 212masl)
crossing – this is the second or third slip of the day - but 20 minutes later
emerge on to the river-flats and much easier walking. The mystery of the
day is an isolated sign (WP88 109masl) in the middle of flat bush pointing
as to where the road is – it is assumed that previously the road may have
come much further up the valley but just where the sign is there is only
one track. From here head virtually due S till the river is reached and
entered then pass back (WP89 91masl) into the bush and back to the well
defined track via a small grassy glade. Then minutes later a decision is
required whether to use the (WP90 83masl) high level diversion or get the
feet wet – the high route starts off with a very steep difficult-to-get-slope
so go via the river if water levels are low.
Monster landslip crossing
The river crossing (WP91 80masl) is manageable but can be
deep – it was thigh deep at the end of a long dry spell – and
the rocks are big and very slippery. This is a good place to
have a bit of practice at various river-crossing techniques. In
a bit over three and a half hours once again rejoin the main
track heading NW after a second river crossing followed by a
boggy area – boots do get rather fouled up here as it is a
messy bog!
The track now just gets better and better and soon buildings
appear – private property so keep out – and the car park at
the end of Wangapeka Road is soon a welcome sight (WP93
66masl).
An easier day but still requiring an hour longer than the
quoted DoC time. To begin with the track is a bit rough and
exciting with the river eroding badly. In fair weather the upand-over diversions should be avoided but even then the
river crossings can be tricky.
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River crossing

GPS Garmin GPSMap 60CSx
WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit
masl = metres above sea level

A seat at last

